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Science Six Year Performance
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Teacher Demands of the job
Direction Determines Destination

Arrow 
Yr 1
$33,668 
Avg
Salary
State
$48,821

Yr 2
Arrow
$38,117

Arrow
Yr 1 
Turnover
52%
State 
Turnover
15%

Yr 2
Arrow
60%

Yr 3  $46,827 and  56%



Re-visiting Teaching Expectations

1. Teach one or two Core Areas in 
Elementary School (Department)

2. Flex Rigor Grouping Students

3. One Framework of Culture

4. Thin Lesson Plans

5. Minimize Ineffective 
Assessments (MIA)

6. Pay for Implementation with 
Fidelity (PIF)



Flexible Rigor Grouping

Arrow Consultant in Year 1 

“Always teach at grade level and 
provide enrichment and 

remediation as needed. Students 
must be taught all TEKS at grade 

level or they will face failure on the 
STAAR.”

3rd Grade Teacher

35% of students on grade level

Range: Two grades below and one 
grade above (3 Grade levels of range)

Teacher teaches 4 Core subjects

90-minute lessons per prep=12 Lesson 
plan preps per day

Teacher 1 Teacher 2

2 core subjects 2 core subjects

Math 1 and 2 ELA 1 and 2

Sci 1 and 2                Soc. St 1 and 2

2 cores with 3 grade levels=6 lesson 
plan preps per day



Thin Lesson Plans



Capturing Kids’ Hearts



Capturing Kids’ Hearts

Greeting Students at Door Affirming Students and Staff



Breaking Ranks

80 years of studies show the low reliability 
(thus low validity) of administrator reports of 
teacher performance (Peterson, 2000; 
Stronge, 2006), yet this is the most common 
data gathering practice and at the center of 
the vast majority of reform efforts.

We focus on teacher quality through an 
evaluation that targets:

Preparation

Process 

Payoff



Observation Criteria Aligned to T-TESS
Domain 2 Domain 3





Performance scale



Grades Gone Wild



Recent Study

Michael Hurwitz from the College Board and 
Jason Lee from the University of Georgia 
research found the class of 1998 graduates  
had a 38.9 percent of the students receiving 
an “A” GPA. The class of 2016 had 47 percent 
of the students with an “A” GPA.

In Higher Education 73% of the grades are A’s 
and B’s.



Happy Leslie!



Once Upon a…Very Long Time Ago



Grading Scale



The Weeds in the Wheat
Darnel-the poisonous mimic weed



Arrow’s Fundamental 
Attribution Error

“We let ourselves off the hook”

In looking at all of the student score 
distribution and excluding Special Education 
for the 3rd graders in our centers we see the 
following results:

The higher the score on the test the more 
accurate we are on the report card. 

On the DNM level the 20 scores that did not 
meet the State score were receiving on grade 
level scores greater than a 70% for all 
students.



Unreliable monitoring 
system in standards-

based education

Some States, like Texas, do seek to 
define the gap between the passing 
rate compared to the student’s 
standardized assessments. 

The legislated mandate to evaluate 
the correlation between student 
grades and student performance on 
state-mandated assessments has 
been enacted for some time. The 
study in Texas shows the following 
relationship of 10th graders in math 
in 2008.



Report Card



The Scale Debate

If a 4 constitutes an A and a 3 represents a B, then we have the same range problem as any percent range such 
as the difference in learning between an 81 and an 89.4. 

The 3.2 above must represent an 82% not an 80% to ensure accuracy of score and minimizing a swing up to 9-
point gains or losses in accuracy that would occur between a 3 and a 4 (3.1-3.9 are labeled a B). 

Doug Reeves addressed the F=0 score as not really a zero, but could have a range of 0 to -6. Each 10-point 
increment below 60, which represent a 0, goes down one more point (a score of 10% would be a -5 and a score 

of 30 would be a -3.

So the impact of a 0-5 (analogous to 50-100) compared to the 0-100 scale it becomes clear that the 0-5 scale 
keeps students in an academic position so that they can persevere and overcome, and minimizes high levels of 

variance (40.2 to 1.8) yet can still ensure the use of a percent to finalize the student’s grade.



Conversion Chart



Grade Distribution 
Error

In terms of reliability we know effectiveness 
of questions and length of assessment are 
the two important factors. A scale for 
reliability is from 0-1.0. If this is converted to 
percent for common understanding it 
represents 0-100%.  

It is a common desire to have at least a .7 
(70%) benchmark for assignment reliability. 

As the assignment or test length is increased 
(using equally effective items as were used 
with the 5-point question test) the reliability 
of the assignment/test is as follows:



Grade Distribution 
Error

In a typical classroom in high school we have 
grades issued for examples such as 
homework assignments, classroom activities, 
labs, projects, quizzes and tests.  

During the parent/teacher conferences 
teachers hand out the grade summary sheet 
that shows how a child is performing on all of 
the graded assignments. For the first 9-weeks 
in science here is a sample summary sheet 
with the 18 grades. All determined by points. 
The student had 16 assignments, 1 quiz and 
1 test. 



“It is desirable to use [assignments and] tests with 
good measures of reliability, so as to ensure that the 
… scores reflect more than just random error.” 

Wells & Wollack 2003

Through this understanding of the statistical 
benchmarks for reliable assessments versus 
high levels of random error we see 13 out of 
the 16 assignments failing to meet the 
minimum acceptable level of reliability.

Out of the total points, 133 of the points 
would be considered reliable and 110 points 
would not. 

This means 47% of the assessment points 
total are unreliable and contain high levels of 
error just in the count, not including other 
forms of test or instructor error.



Weighting on Weight

Weight of the assessments in the class:

Daily assignments-80%

Tests-15%

Homework-5%

The weight for daily assignments is 80% or 4/5 of the 
students grade.

The single character trait assignment in the reading 
class accounts for 40% of the child’s grade. The teacher 
only had two assignments that represents 80% of the 
9-weeks grade.

All assessments have equal point value that requires us 
to know the number of questions since values could 
range from 1x to 10x in value for the questions. A 5-
point quiz with 5 questions weighed the same as a 100 
point test with 25 questions means the 5-point quiz 
questions counts for 20 points and the test questions 
count for 4 points each or 5x the value.

Morning work Example of 5 questions represents 8% of 
the students grade.



Current State
Many schools require classrooms to have weighted grades consistent among teachers and departments. Most 
teachers, if not required, use this weight method and scale even if they are not required to do so. 

The problems this creates is we have a double weight actually being applied to an assessment product. For 
example, if a teacher states a test is worth 100 points and the quizzes are worth 20 points we know we will have 
a test 5 times more important in weight than the quiz if the same number of quizzes and tests are given in the 
class this grading period. 

By then weighting the test as something like 50% of the grade and the quizzes 20% of the grade we have 
weighted the assessments again. 

But why are we requiring or volunteering to do this in many classrooms across America? If the points are 
weighting the value of the assessment, then our expectation is to determine if the results of the assessment are 
reliable in the expectations of learning. To do this we should be engaging in knowing how much a tests, quiz, 
assignment or project reflects the outcome expectations of the standards. 

In other words, if 40% of this 9-weeks benchmark assessment is on place value since this correlates with the 
emphasis of this concept at this rate with the state standards/exam, we should align our test weight to the place 
value concepts at 40%, not the method of assessment.



Answers to Consider

Align standard weight expectations and 
give our students the best chance to 
succeed and our parents a better 
understanding of the grade report and 
desired correlation to the State tests and 
local benchmarks.



Unit test, Benchmarks, technology and teacher grades



Arrow’s Way of Creating 
Passing Lanes in Poverty 

Thank You!



Engaging Kids at Arrow


